WHERE MAN ONCE STOOD SUPREME...NOW RULE THE APES!

BEGINNING THIS ISSUE:
CONQUEST OF
THE PLANET OF
THE APES!

THAT TAKES CARE OF YOU, MONKEY!

WE WON'T BE HAVING ANY MORE TROUBLE WITH YOUR KIND!
Planet of the Apes. This is how it all began—three astronauts landing back on Earth . . . an Earth no longer ruled by Man . . . but by Apes.

Now Marvel Comics presents its adaptation of "Conquest of The Planet Of The Apes". The Simian saga continues . . .
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MORNING...

SMOOTH RIDE THIS MORNING...

YES, AND NO DELAYS FOR A CHANGE -- MIGHT EVEN GET TO THE OFFICE ON TIME, OF ALL THINGS...

WHUF

WHUF

WHUF
DO YOU HAVE AUTHORIZATION TO DRESS HIM LIKE THAT?

OH, YES, SIR... I EVEN HAVE A DOCUMENT...

A CIRCUS APE, RUH?

YES--AND THE ONLY ONE IN THE WORLD EVER TO HAVE BEEN TRAINED AS A BAREBACK RIDER IN THE ENTIRE HISTORY OF THE CIRCUS.

CIRCUSES ARE PAST HISTORY.

NOT WHILE I LIVE AND BREATHE.

ALL RIGHT, SENOR ARMANDO--GO AHEAD.

THANK YOU, SIR.

COME-- COME?

DID I DO ALL RIGHT?

YES, BUT TRY TO WALK A LITTLE MORE LIKE A PRIMITIVE CHIMPANZEE...

YOUR ARMS SHOULD MOVE UP AND DOWN FROM YOUR SHOULDERS-- AS YOU DIP FROM SIDE TO SIDE...
LIKE THIS...?

YES, MUCH BETTER. BUT I AM AFRAID THAT AFTER TWENTY YEARS YOU HAVE PICKED UP EVOLVED HABITS FROM ME. THAT COULD BE DANGEROUS...

EVEN FATAL, MY FRIEND.

BUT, ARMANDO, I DON'T UNDERSTAND...

NOT SO LOUD, CAESAR. NOW LISTEN TO ME. THERE CAN BE ONLY ONE TALKING CHIMPANZEE ON EARTH. THE CHILD OF THE TWO TALKING APES, CORNELIUS AND ZIRA, WHO CAME TO US YEARS AGO OUT OF THE FUTURE...

...AND WERE BRUTALLY MURDERED FOR FEAR THAT ONE VERY DISTANT DAY, APES MIGHT DOMINATE THE HUMAN RACE.

BUT OUTSIDE OF YOU, NO ONE KNOWS I EVEN EXIST.

AND WE MUST KEEP IT THAT WAY. FOR THE FEAR REMAINS. THE MERE FACT OF YOUR EXISTENCE WOULD BE REPROVED AS A GREAT THREAT TO MANKIND.

WHEN YOU REALISE HOW APES ARE TREATED...

NEVER MIND, CAESAR.

NO, ARMANDO--I WANT TO KNOW.

WHAT WERE YOU GOING TO SAY?

VERY WELL, CAESAR--I SUPPOSE YOU MUST KNOW... MUST KNOW THAT THE COMRADESHIP OF THE CIRCUS WHERE HUMANS ARE KIND TO ANIMALS...

...IS VERY DIFFERENT FROM WHAT YOU ARE ABOUT TO SEE.

SHHHH!

DIFFERENT IN WHAT--

DO NOT TALK FROM NOW ON.
COMING...

COME--!

COME--!

COME, STUPID ANIMAL--!

IT IS ONLY AN ESCALATOR-- IT WILL NOT HARM YOU--!

YOU SEE--?

NOTHING TO BE AFRAID OF.

NOW MAYBE YOU WILL OBEY ME IN THE FUTURE...

PREPARE YOURSELF FOR A SHOCK, CAESAR... BUT SAY NOTHING.
ATTENTION!
ATTENTION---

THIS IS THE WATCH COMMANDER. DISPERSER UNAUTHORIZED APE GATHERING AT THE FOOT OF RAMP SIX! REPEAT: DISPERSER UNAUTHORIZED--

--APE GATHERING AT THE FOOT OF RAMP SIX!

TAKE THE SERIAL NUMBER OF EACH OFFENDER AND NOTIFY APE CONTROL IMMEDIATELY. THEIR MASTERS ARE TO BE CITED AND FINED.

REPEAT: THEIR MASTERS ARE TO BE CITED AND FINED.
NO-- OFF!

OFF--!
DON'T YOU SEE THE SIGN--?

TAKE IT EASY, THEY CAN'T READ.

NOT YET THEY CAN'T.

BUT YOU SAID HUMANS TREATED THE APES LIKE PETS --?

THEY DID... IN THE BEGINNING...

THEY'VE MADE SLAVES OF THEM --

SHHHH. COME WITH ME, MY FRIEND...
AND LET ME SHOW YOU WHAT HAPPENED...

WE MAY SPEAK MORE FREELY UP AHEAD, CAESAR...BY THAT MEMORIAL WHICH THE PEOPLE AVOID...AS ONE AVOIDS BAD MEMORIES...

 THEY ALL DIED WITHIN A FEW MONTHS. NINE YEARS AGO EVERY DOG AND CAT IN THE WORLD...

IT WAS LIKE A PLAGUE...BUT IT WAS ACTUALLY A MYSTERIOUS VIRUS BROUGHT BACK FROM OUTER SPACE BY ONE OF THE AUTOHUMANS. NO EXISTING VACCINE OR ANTIDOTE COULD STOP IT.

DIDN'T THE DISEASE AFFECT HUMANS?

NO. THEY WERE IMMUNE, AND SO WERE SIMIANS -- EVEN THE SMALLEST ONES. THAT'S HOW IT BEGAN -- HUMANS WANTING LITTLE HOUSEHOLD PETS TO REPLACE THE DOGS AND CATS THEY HAD LOST...

FIRST IT WAS JUST THE MARMOSETS AND TARSIERS AND MONKEYS...

BUT THEN, AS PEOPLE REALIZED HOW QUICKLY THEY TOOK IN THE DOGS AND CATS...THE PETS BECAME LARGER AND LARGER...

UNTIL NOW...

NEXT WEEK: ONWARD CAESAR!
Armando (Ricardo Montalban) leads Caesar (Roddy McDowall) through a shopping mall where he sees his enslaved fellow apes for the first time. A scene from the 20th Century Fox film of "Conquest Of The Planet Of The Apes".
Dear Stan and Crew,

I was wondering if you can help me, please. I love Planet of the Apes and read your magazine every week. Well, the thing is that although I have a lovely pen-pal who is an 'ape' fan (incidentally, I found her through Marvel!), I have no 'ape' fan friends who I can meet personally and go places with. I wondered if you could possibly print my plea. You see, I'd love all ape fans in the Lowestoft area, male and female, around my age (17/18) to contact me at my address. Then if there were enough people we could form an 'ape' club where we could all meet and discuss our favourite topic! Before I go perhaps I could make some comments. I think your adaptation of the films are very well done and most interesting. I look forward with pleasure to the up-coming adaptation of 'Escape', the film of which I thought was one of the best of the 'Apes', I love, particularly, your articles and pictures. However, I can't help thinking that the magazine could be devoted more to the Apes and less to the others. Although I like these other stories, and particularly liked 'Day of the Triffids', perhaps they could have a magazine of their own. One last thing, perhaps, between the film adaptations you could do stories centred around Galen, Burke and Virdon. Well, I haven't any more comments, except one. All I think your magazine is one of the best around. Keep it going indelibly!

Susan Bowles, 51 St. Peter's Court, Lowestoft, Suffolk, NR32 1QH.

We always get a special kick out of learning that two Marvelites have met and made friends via Marvel's pages. So there's hope in the Bulpfen that your published request bears fruit and that an 'Ape cell' be born in or near Lowestoft. Okay, so Lowestoft already enjoys nation-wide fame for its herring, but why rest at that? Lowestoft — Ape Centre of Britain! Sounds good, and who knows...? But, even though your letter prompted us to give the subject yet another airing, we don't think the mag would be improved by making it 100% Ape-from cover to cover. Mark yow, we could be wrong. It's happened before. Yeah — really.

Dear Friends,

For a long time the lead story in Planet of the Apes has been greatly over-shadowed by the back-up features. In the past we have had "The Watcher" series, "Amazing Adventures" and "Astonishing Tales" fillers, the "Warlock" series, and now we are into "Captain Marvel".

These so-called back-up features represent some of the best Sci-Fi ever written in comic-book form (and look certain to remain the best till someone serialises 2001). In my opinion, and quite probably nobody will agree with me. "The Apes" lack one essential ingredient, and that is "class".

I would like to sincerely thank everyone involved with the new "Capt. Marvel" series. As I have been plugging him for a long time, and feel now that my efforts have been justified. I would also like to ask if anyone has US Capt. Marvel Nos. 21, 22 and 24 to swap or sell.

Kevin Conlan, Wallasey, Merseyside.

Dear Stan and Crew,

I'm just writing to state a few facts that ought to be dealt with concerning issue No. 50 (The start of "Escape . . ."). Firstly, the good news. The cover was brilliant. Now the not-so-good news. Okay, so the Apes stories have to have back-up stories (to fill the space and to add to general enjoyment, I suppose) but hearing in mind that the mag is called "Planet of the Apes" I feel that the story in issue 50 should grace more than 7 pages, whilst Captain Marvel (cough, cough) and Warlock (no comment for fear of being had up for libel and slander) almost share the mag between 'em! I mean, poor old Zira and Co., didn't even get to halfway through the mag! Okay, okay, so the bit about the Martians was good, but please make the stories of the apes a bit longer.

I hope you're not too cut-up about the remarks, but I think a little criticism helps now and then.

A female reader, Sussex.

Okay. So you're not alone in requesting a few more pages for the Apes sagas. But this is the main problem. The longer a story that is, the more pages it fills, the greater the task for an artist to complete his schedule on a WEEKLY basis. And British mags ARE weekly, unlike the American mags, which are monthly. The only way to solve it is to use more artists (interchanging them) on one series, in this instance, The Apes. But even that isn't calculated to please everyone.

Dear Stan and Crew,

I think the only thing wrong is it should hold only Apes stories, not those other stories which tag along with it. Not that they aren't good, for they are excellent. But I think POTA should be a mag holding only Apes. Of course, people will disagree with me, but it is only my opinion. I also think it is a good idea brought forward by Liz Hart in issue 42 about pen pals.

Francis Wilson, St. Helens, Merseyside.

Well, that's ONE way of effecting an introduction to the pages of Planet. Francis. And, like you, we're happy that free letter-box slip-up occurred. And talking of Liz Hart, memory seems to tell us that quite recently we were answering another letter from her. Did you chance to see it in the Forum?

Dear Group,

I would like to congratulate you on Planet of the Apes quickly becoming Marvel's best mag. I had to write to tell you how pleased I am with the latest developments. The recent story the best I've ever read, the artwork was fantastic. But putting Captain Marvel alongside Warlock really overjoyed me, as these are my favourites. The direction this mag is taking is more and more Sci-Fi, so when there's room, please put in something like Strange Tales. I'll sign off with a verse that was in the sixth Pan Book of Horror. It was written by a man named Marvel, and it describes the Hulk beautifully.

Annihilating all that's made, To a green thought in a green shade. Joe Murphy, South Ockendon, Essex.

We've never tried counting all the mail that arrives (there isn't that amount of time in a week!) but if we ever did we have that feeling that there'd be more 'Planet' mail than for any other of our merry mags. Which could suggest that there are many Marvelites just as happy as you are with the way the mag is shaping. Which is just as well for us. Just think of having to re-vamp the entire thing!

Dear Marvel,

It was quite by accident I came across your fantastic 'Planet of the Apes' magazine. I used to get another comic, which was posted through the door, but one day they posted POTA by mistake. I read it and liked it and soon got POTA ever since. I always look forward to it coming, especially to reading the story and reading the info.
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